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QUESTION 1

You are developing a WCF service application. 

The application must meet the following requirements: 

1. 

Operations must have 30 second timeouts. 

2. 

The service must have a transaction scope. 

3. 

Transactions must flow from the client to the server. 

You need to write a transactional service contract and implementation class to meet the requirements. 

You have the following code: 

Which code segments should you include in Target 1, Target 2, Target 3 and Target 4 to complete the code? {To
answer, drag the appropriate code segments to the correct targets in the answer area. Each code segment may be
used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.) 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer:  

 

QUESTION 2

DRAG DROP 

You are developing a web application that uses an assembly named MyAssembly. 

You need to ensure that when MyAssembly version 1.0.0.0 is requested, version 2.0.0.0 is used. 

How should you complete the markup in the Web.config file? To answer, drag the appropriate elements to the correct
locations. Each element may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between 

panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: dependentAssembly 

Box 2: bindingRedirect 

To redirect one assembly version to another, use the element. 

Box 3: OldVersion 

Box 4: NewVersion 

The newVersion attribute should specify a single version. For example, specifies that the runtime should use version
2.0.0.0 instead of the assembly versions between 
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1.1.0.0 and 1.2.0.0. 

Box 5: dependentAssembly 

The following code example demonstrates a variety of binding redirect scenarios. The example specifies a redirect for a
range of versions for myAssembly, and a single binding redirect for mySecondAssembly. 

   

 

   

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/framework/configure-apps/redirect-assembly-versions 

 

QUESTION 3

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You develop a REST API that uses Node.js. The API will store data in Azure Cosmos DB. You plan to deploy the API to
a new Azure App Services Web App. You create a new Web App by using the Azure portal. 

The API must be deployed by using SFTP. 

You need to provide the proper deployment credentials to deploy the API. 

Solution: Download the. PublishSettings file and enter the username and password located in the file. Does the solution
meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

Example: 

# Get FTP publishing profile and query for publish URL and credentials creds=($(az webapp deployment list-publishing-
profiles --name $webappname --resource- group myResourceGroup \ 

--query "[?contains(publishMethod, \\'FTP\\')].[publishUrl,userName,userPWD]" --output tsv)) - -query
"[?contains(publishMethod, \\'FTP\\')].[publishUrl,userName,userPWD]" --output tsv)) 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/scripts/app-service-cli- deploy-ftp 

 

QUESTION 4
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You are developing a Microsoft Azure web application. The application will be deployed to 10 web role instances. A
minimum of 8 running instances is needed to meet scaling requirements. 

You need to configure the application so that upgrades are performed as quickly as possible, but do not violate scaling
requirements. 

How many upgrade domains should you use? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 5 

D. 10 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: The .csdef is only used for Cloud Services, not for VMs. So regardless of what you set or even how you try
to do it, Azure VM UDs come in groups of 5. With 8 VMs, that means you\\'ll have 2 UDs. 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to complete the GetProcessedOrders() action in the ProcessedOrderController controller to meet the
requirements. 

What should you do? (To answer, drag the appropriate code segments to the correct location or locations in the answer
area. Each code segment may be used once, more than once, or not at all. 

You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.) 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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